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Getting Started 
This section provides an overview of Batch Management features.  

The following topics are included: 

• About the Batch Management Application 

• Before you Begin 

• User Access Security Levels 

• Batch Management Preferences 

• How to Setup Batch Management Alerts 

Note: Refer to the Home tab for Hierarchy information.  

About the Batch Management Application 
• The Batch Management application is a real time authorization and settlement system.  You can 

manage batches and perform manual authorizations through a single, browser-based portal. 

• The Batch Management application is easy to use and incorporates standard web-based 
browser navigation features such as tabs, menus, links and buttons. 

• Chrome is the preferred browser for Fusebox, however, Fusebox is also supported on Firefox 
and Edge browsers  

• Different levels of access provide flexibility and security defined in accordance with user profiles. 
Role-based security determines who can view certain information and alter batch data.  

Dependent upon user profile and entitlements, functionality for the Batch Management tab 
includes:  

• Settle batches  
• Search on a variety of criteria  
• Research and resolve batch issues 
• Reconcile batches submitted to the system 
• Review and manage batches 
• View batch level data 
• Release batches 
• Research and resolve batch issues 
• Settle a batch or group of batches 
• View settlement activity, including full life cycle views  
• View and print batches 
• Add notes to batches 
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These tasks can be done by viewing, and if necessary, altering batches at various points during the 
life cycle. The life cycle starts with the merchant’s activity submission and ends with the processor 
message that confirms receipt of the batch.  

Before You Begin 
• To be set up as a user based on your company's profiles and roles a valid user ID and Password 

are required. 
• Use the latest browser version of Chrome, Firefox, or Edge with Chrome being the preferred 

browser type.   
• Ensure you have the latest version of Adobe Reader to be able to view reports in PDF format. 
• A connection to the Internet. 

User Access Security Levels  
The Batch Management application provides businesses flexibility by assigning access based on your 
functional roles. Your ability to perform specific functions or view certain information is based on 
access permissions tied to your user profile.  

Your permissions enable access to the type of information that appears in the Batch Management 
application.  

You can be assigned to multiple profiles in the Fusebox portal. For example, you can be assigned to a 
Batch Management profile that gives you entitlements to perform specific functions in the Batch 
Management application and a reporting profile that grants you access to a list of default reports.  

You should not be assigned to multiple profiles within the Batch Management application. Typically, 
you are only assigned to one profile per application.  

Note: The External Administrator profile is established at the system-level and provides permissions 
to add, delete, and modify users and to unlock a locked-out user.  
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The default user profiles types and level of access for Batch Management are listed below.  

 

View Only  

Search and View Batches  

View Batch Notes  

Receive Batch Alerts  

Research and Correction   

Search and View Batches  

Create a Pending Batch  

Assign or move transactions within a batch  

Settle a batch  

Delete a Batch  

Add and View Batch Notes  

Receive Batch Alerts  

Full Deposit  

Search and View Batches  

Create user defined batch  

Create a pending batch  

Settle a batch  

Delete a batch  

Assign or move transactions within a batch 

Add and view batch notes  

Receive batch alerts  
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Full Deposit + Admin  

Search and View Batches  

Create user defined batch  

Create a pending batch  

Settle a batch  

Delete a batch  

Assign or move transactions within a batch 

Add and view batch notes  

Receive batch alerts 

Manage Password Reset  

Make user configuration changes 

Add, Change, and Deactivate users 

Deposit – Maker  

Search and view Batches  

Create user defined batch 

Create a pending batch  

Delete a batch  

Assign or move transactions within a batch 

Add and view batch notes  

Receive batch alerts 

Deposit-Checker  

Search and view batches  

Settle a batch  

Add and view batch notes  

Receive batch alerts  
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Batch Management Preferences   
 
To locate the Fusebox preference settings take the following steps: 

1.

 Select the Account Menu icon on the upper right hand corner.  

 
 

2.

 Select Settings from the drop-down list.  

3.

 Select Preferences tab from Settings window.  

4.

 Navigate to Batches settings.  

Note: There is only one preference for Batch Management. 
 

 
5.  Select either 25, 50, or 100 from the All BMUI and FBA List Pages – Rows per page 

drop-down list. 

Note: Changes to user preferences will not take effect until you log in again.  

How to Setup Batch Management Alerts 
The Home screen provides one central area where you can view alerts and statuses that relate to 
batches in the system. This information is available to you only if your profile includes alerts when 
you are set up in Fusebox. Alerts are system-generated notifications that provide links to batches 
that require your attention.  

Note: This information is only available to you if your User Preferences setting includes Alerts. See 
the User Preferences section of the Fusebox User Setup Guide for more information. 

To setup your preferences to get alerts, perform the following steps:  
 

1.

 Click on the Account Menu icon  that is located at the top, right side of the 
Fusebox Home screen (or any other menu screen), then select Settings.  

2.

 The Settings page displays and is similar to the example shown below. You will see the 
Alerts option under Notifications.  

3.

 Select Alerts.  
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 4.

 Once you select Alerts under Notifications, you will receive notifications about 
Batches. You can also click the “View Alerts” button, if necessary, to access the Alerts 
page. Example notifications are shown in the image below with boxes around them to 
better call out attention to their locations on the Home screen.  
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Batch Management Tab 
Overview 

The Batch Management Tab provides access to information relating to batches while allowing you to 
search, display, and edit batches in the system.   

Batch Processing Overview  
The Batch Management application provides the tools to manage your authorizations and 
settlements in the hosted gateway.  

The life cycle starts with the merchant’s activity submission and ends with the processor message 
that confirms receipt of the batch. After the batches are settled, no adjustments can be made. 

This section provides information on the following: 

• Batch Processing Workflow 
• Batch Formats 
• Batch Statuses 

Batch Processing Workflow 
Batch Processing Workflow includes the following steps: 
 
1. Merchant submits a Point of Sale (POS) batch in either a host capture or terminal capture 

environment.  

• Fusebox confirms receipt of the batch and assigns a system batch number.  
• As soon as Fusebox receives a transaction that can be settled, Fusebox confirms the 

batch was received and assigns a system batch number. The first batch that can be 
settled is assigned the next open batch number.  

• Authorized users reconcile the batch or transactions. You can modify information to 
prepare a batch for settlement. 

2. Fusebox or authorized user  

• Closes or pends batch.  
• Releases or settles batch.  
• Settles the batch unless an authorized user appends the batch first.  
• After the batch is in a Settled status, the transactions within it can no longer be 

modified. 
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3. Back Office Process 

• Back office process creates one or more processor batches.   
• Sends the batches to the processor for settlement.  
• The batch stays in the Settled status until it is confirmed. 
• Processing end point sends confirmation status to the merchant.   
• Merchant receives confirmation from the processing end point that lifecycle of the 

batch is complete. The status of the batch is updated to Confirmed. 
 

4. Fusebox removes the batch from the Batch List default view.   
You can filter to view if you select Confirmed Batch Status on the Batch Search screen.   

Batch Formats 
The incoming message format for the batch determines how it is settled in the system.  

The following types of batch formats are supported:  

Point of Sale  

Each configured terminal in the system identifies the POS system and message format used.  

POS settlement methods 

Close / Pend method (Auto Close, Force Close)  
A time is specified to automatically close batches daily at the POS device level. The terminal 
closes a batch at a specified time and no user intervention is required. You can also 
manually close from the user interface. 

Release from Web method  
Batch is automatically released to Fusebox for further processing before being submitted at 
the next third party processor run. 

Manual Release from Fusebox (Release from Web) 

The merchant manually releases (settles) all batches for settlement on the Web using the 
Fusebox Batch Management application regardless of any other setting. 

Batch Statuses 
 
A batch status is assigned to each batch to communicate its state within the system throughout 
its batch life cycle. Batch statuses are updated in near real time and are visible on the Fusebox 
Home screen.  

The Batch Settlement Recap on the right side of the screen will display the following batch 
statuses.   
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Error  

• Settlement failed at some point during the process and an error has been returned to 
the POS system.  
 

• In most instances an Error batch will not be processed. 

 
In Progress  

• Batch is being received from a PMS or POS terminal, and that batch is currently being 
loaded into Fusebox.  
 

• While the batch is in process of being loaded, the In Progress status appears. 

Open  

• Transaction coming from a POS terminal that can be settled.  

• Open status pertains to POS terminals that are configured to auto-close at a certain 
time, or that are manually closed from the terminal by the merchant.  
 

• Configured POS terminals can only have a single open batch. 
 

• Transactions may be added, modified, or voided from an open batch.  

Pending  

• Batch has been closed and is pending release for further processing.  
 

• Pending status only applies to terminals configured for Web release (Web release is 
required for maker/checker configuration at the user level).  
 

• Terminals are setup with an auto-release maximum time for the system to move the 
batch from Pending to Settled status.  
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Confirmed 

• Confirmed is the final status of a successful batch management process. 
 

• Acceptance has been obtained from the processor. 
Confirmed indicates to the merchant or client that their batch has been processed to completion 
and a confirmation of receipt and acceptance has been obtained from the processor. 

Settled 

• Settled batch cannot be modified and is considered complete.  
 

• All further processing and delivery to the processor is the responsibility of Fusebox back 
office support. 

Suspended 

• A status that may be assigned to a batch or transactions for multiple reasons, at 
different times within the process flow, and may be acted upon by different groups.  
 

• Suspended status indicates an exception state that requires resolution before the batch 
or transactions can be processed. 

Accessing Batch Management 
 
To access Batch Management, use the Batch Management tab located on the left navigation 
menu.  
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Accessing Batch Management topics include: 
 
How to Perform a Search in Batch Management 
The Batch List 
 

How to Perform a Search in Batch Management  
As you enter the Batch Management portal, you land on the Batch Search screen by default. This 
screen is used to search for Batches within Fusebox.  

The Simple and Advanced search options are explained in this section.  

Simple Search  
 

 

The Simple Search allows you to search for batches using any of the following search criteria.  

Date Range - Enter a “Start Date” and an “End Date” during which time the transaction(s) 
occurred. You can do this by manually entering the date or by selecting the calendar icon to use 
the interactive monthly calendars.  

Site ID – ID of a particular site where the batch is tied to  

Entity ID – The ID of the specific property or location of the Site.  
 
Batch Status – The search information shown in this section will vary based on whether you are 
searching for information as an internal user or an external user. All options can be selected at 
once by checking the All box at the top of the list.  
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Advanced Search  
The Advanced Search feature of Batch Management provides a way to refine your search for 
batches. In addition to the information on the Simple Search screen, the Advanced Search 
allows you to sort by the information explained below. 

 
The Advanced Search allows you to search for batches using any of the following search criteria.  

Date Range - Enter a “Start Date” and an “End Date” during which time the transaction(s) 
occurred. You can do this by manually entering the date or by selecting the calendar icon to use 
the interactive monthly calendars. These fields are required unless the Any Date box below 
these two fields is checked. 

Site ID – ID of a particular site where the batch is tied to  

Entity ID – The ID of the specific property or location of the Site.  
 
Batch Status – The search information shown in this section will vary based on whether you are 
searching for information as an internal user or an external user. All options can be selected at 
once by checking the All box at the top of the list.  
 
Merchant Batch No. - This is the merchant-generated Batch Number  
 
System Batch No – This is the system-generated Batch Number  

 
Range of Amounts – Range of amounts of the transaction, or you can select “Specific Amount” 
to search for the specific amount of the batch.  
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TPP Name – The Third Party Processor name of the company that processes  
s for the merchant. 

 
Voyage Number – Alphanumeric value given by a ship to identify a certain cruise journey. In FBA 
a client must create a voyage to submit one or more auth files and a settlement file.  
 

The Batch List 
The Batch list provides quick access to batches in the system that are not in a confirmed status. 
You can view a list of batches in Open, Pending, or Settled statuses by using the Batch List sub 
menu option on the navigation menu.  
 
 
The Batch List screen allows you to:  
 

• Access more information when you click hyperlinks within the list of results  

• Perform batch management functions, such as, settle, suspend, or delete a batch  

• Add notes to the batch  

• Export selected rows from the list of batch results  

• Print settlement reports  

• Batch List screen can be sorted by clicking on the column header 

 

Note: Please refer to How to Understand the Batch List Screen for additional information on its 
purposes and tasks.  
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 Working with Batches 
The Batch Management application provides the tools to manage your authorization and 
settlements in the hosted gateway.  

You can perform the following tasks within the Batch List page: 

• How to Understand the Batch List Screen 
• How to View a List of Batches 
• How to Settle a Batch 
• How to Pend a Batch 
• How to Delete a Batch 
• How to Add Notes to a Batch 
• How to View Property and Site Information Details 
• How to View Batch History 
• How to View the Batch Payment Breakdown 
• How to View Expanded View 
• How to View Transactions in a Batch 
• How to Generate Batch Settlement Report 
• How to Print Batch List Results 
• How to Export Batch List Results 

 
 

How to Understand the Batch List Screen 
The following section provides an explanation of the Batch List fields and the various functions that 
can be performed throughout the Batch List page.  

• The Batch list screen provides you the results from the batch search parameters.    
• Batch List page can be sorted by clicking on the column header. This will sort the Batch List 

contents by that column in ascending or descending order  
• If you bypass the batch search page and go directly to the list by clicking “Batch List” from 

the menu, by default the batch list does not show batches that have been confirmed by the 
processor(s).   

Upon entering batch search criteria or by utilizing the Batch List menu option the batch list screen 
will appear as shown in the image below.   
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The following table provides the Fields that are present on the Batch List screen and a 
description for each.  
 

Column Header  Description 

Property ID Provides detailed property info 

Site Name/ID Detailed site info 

Creation Date/Time Time and date batch was created 

Merchant Batch No A reference number provided by the client for a batch of 
transactions submitted by them to the gateway.   

Batch Status Confirmed 
Error 
In Progress 
Open 
Pending 
Settled 
Suspended   

 
Date/Time in current Status Provides time stamp for the most recent batch status. 

Payment Breakdown - Details Provides user hyperlink to breakdown of card types and transaction 
counts by card type within the batch. 

View – Expanded View Provides user hyperlink to detailed batch information. 

Tran Count Transaction Count provides number of transactions in batch. 

Tran Total Total dollar value of transactions within batch. 
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You can perform the following actions based on your permissions.  

Delete    
Ability to delete batch 

Add Note  
Include note to batch for additional information 

Pend  
Hold batch for later release 
 
Settle  
After you have reconciled your batches, the batches can be settled.  

Print   
Ability to Print selected rows on batch list screen.  
 
Settlement Report    
Run report providing break down of batch 
 
Export list    
Ability to transfer selected rows on batch list screen to a .csv file.  
 
View Batch History   
View batch history by clicking on History hyperlink in the System Batch No. column. 
 
View breakdown of amounts 
by payment type and currency  
View Payment Breakdown by clicking on Details hyperlink in the Payment Breakdown column.  
 
Open an expanded view  
View expanded details of batch by clicking on expanded view hyperlink in View column. 
 
View list of transactions within a batch  
View list of transactions in a batch by clicking on the List hyperlink in the Tran Count column.  
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How to View a List of Batches  
You can view a list of batches by using the desired search parameters on the Simple or Advanced 
search page.  

To view the list of batches in the system for a given merchant hierarchy, use the following steps: 

1.

 On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch list results appear to your desired parameters.  
 

2.

 To review specific batches use the check box of each row of the batch(es) you would 
like to review. 

 

 
Note: The Counter located at the top middle of the screen will keep count of batch(es) that have 
been selected.   

3.
 To review selected batch(es) click on review selected batch(es) hyperlink.   4.

 After clicking review selected batch(es) a separate window will open with selected 
rows showing.   

Review Selected Batch(es) screen displays. 
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How to Settle a Batch 
Use the following steps to settle a batch that has been received from the merchant’s Point of Sale. 

Point of Sale can refer to: 

• Retail point of sale system  
• Lodging industry Property Management System (PMS) 
• e-Commerce 
• Direct marketing 
• Recurring billing system 
• Other industry-specific system used for sales transactions  

1.

 On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays. 
 

2.

 After you reconcile the batches use the check box of each row for the batch(es) you 
would like to settle.  

 

 
 
Notes:  
• Only batches in an Open status are eligible to be settled  
• You can settle up to 25 batches at a time 
 

3.

 Click the Settle button on the top right corner.  

Settle Batches window appears identifying if the batch is eligible to be settled. The settle batch 
window displays a transaction count and total amount within the batch to be settled.  
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4.

 Click Submit. A confirmation window appears, and asks if you are sure you want to 
settle the selected batches. 

5.

 Click Confirm. 

Note: Upon batch being settled, user will receive notice stating the batch has been 
settled successfully.  
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How to Pend a Batch 
Authorized users can put a batch into Pending status. A batch that is in Pending status indicates that 
it has been closed and is pending release for further processing.  
 
This status only applies to terminals configured for Web release. Web release is required for maker / 
checker configuration at the user level. An auto release time is specified for these terminals and sets 
the maximum time before the system automatically moves the batch from Pending to Settled 
status.  
 

Use the following steps to pend a batch in the system:  

1.

 On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays. 

2.

 From the Batch List screen, use the check box of each row for the batch(es) you would 
like to pend. 

 3.

 Click Pend. 

Pend Batches window displays identifying if the batch is eligible to be pended.  
4.

 Click Submit. A confirmation window appears, and asks if you are sure you want to 
settle the selected batches. 

5.

 Click Confirm. 

Notes:  

• Upon batch being pended, user will receive notice stating the batch has been 
pended successfully.  

• If a batch cannot be pended you will receive notification stating the batch is 
not eligible to be pended as shown in image below.  
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How to Delete a Batch  
Authorized users can delete a batch if necessary. For a batch to be deleted it must be in one of the 
following statuses: 

• 02 (Out of Balance) 
• 03 (Data Error) 
• 04 (Batch Duplicate Suspended) 
• 05 (Batch Partial Duplicate Suspended) 
• 06 (Batch Setup Error) 
• 07 (Batch Force Suspended) 
• 130 (TIP Collector Suspended) 
• 140 (Back Office Duplicate Suspended) 
• 156 (TPP Rejected Batch) 

Use the following steps to delete a batch(es) in the system:  

1. On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays. 
 

2. From the Batch List screen, use the check box of each row for the batch(es) you would like to 
delete.  
 

 
3. Click Delete. 
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Delete Batch(es) window appears identifying if the batch is eligible to be deleted.  

 

 

4. Click Submit. A confirmation window appears, and asks if you are sure you want to 
settle the selected batches. 

5. Click Confirm. 

Note: Upon batch being settled, user will receive notice stating the batch has been 
settled successfully.  
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How to Add Notes to a Batch 
The Batch Management application provides the option to add notes to batches.  

The Add Note functionality allows for the user to include notes such as an explanation about why a 
batch is being placed in a certain status or updates to resolved issues within the batch.   

Use the following steps to delete a batch(es) in the system:  

1. On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays. 
 

2. From the Batch List screen, use the check box of each row for the batch(es) you would like to 
add a note to.  

  
3. Click Add Note on the top right menu bar. 

Add Batch Note popup displays for that specific batch.  

 
4. Enter your note. Click Submit. 

Popup displays saying Note added successfully! 

Note: Batch(es) with added notes will be identified on the Batch List screen with a note 
icon. You can view the note by clicking on the icon.  
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The note can also be viewed by navigating the the Batch List – Expanded View Window Notes 
Tab. Here you will see the User ID that created the note, the date/time the note was created, 
and the note as shown in image below.    
 

 

How to View Property and Site Information Details 
You can access Property and Site Details by clicking on the Property ID and/or Site Name/ID 
hyperlink within the Batch List screen.  

Property Details 

1. To view property details, click the Property ID hyperlink in the Property ID column.  

 

 
 

2. The Property ID window displays as shown below. 
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Site Details 

1. To view Site details, click the Site ID hyperlink in the Site Name/ID column.  
 

 
2. The Site ID window displays as shown below.   

 
Note: Use the Property and Site tabs at the top left of the window to toggle between property 
and site detail in the same window without having to click on multiple links from the batch list 
page.  

How to View Batch History 
Use the following steps to view the History of the batch:  

1. On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays. 

2. On the Batch List screen, click the History hyperlink in the System Batch No. column.    

 
3. The Batch List – Expanded – History tab displays.  
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The Batch History window appears with a list in chronological order of each batch status at each 
stage of the process.   

If needed you can used the print icon to print the Batch History. 
 
Note: Within the Batch List – Expanded view window you can toggle to additional batch 
information such as Summary, Payment Breakdown, Third Party Processors, and Notes without 
having to click on multiple links from the batch list page.  
 

How to View the Batch Payment Breakdown 
Use the following steps to view the Payment Breakdown of the batch:  

1.  On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays. 
 2.

 On the Batch List screen, click the Details hyperlink in the Payment Breakdown 
column.    

 

3.

 The Batch List – Expanded – Payment Breakdown tab displays.  
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The Payment Breakdown window appears with Card Name, Transaction Count, Total Amount 
and Currency.  

If needed you can used the print icon to print the Batch History. 
 
Note: Within the Batch List – Expanded view window you can toggle to additional batch 
information such as Summary, Third Party Processors, History, and Notes without having to click 
on multiple links from the batch list page.  
 

How to View Expanded View  
Use the following steps to view the Expanded View of the batch:  

1.  On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays. 

2. On the Batch List screen, click the Expanded View hyperlink in the View column.    

 

3. The Batch List – Expanded View – Batch Summary tab displays.  

 

The Batch Summary window appears with batch information that includes, but not limited to, 
Batch Number, Site ID/Name, and Transaction Count/Total.  
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Note: Within the Batch List – Expanded view window you can toggle to additional batch 
information such as Payment Breakdown, Third Party Processors, History, and Notes without 
having to click on multiple links from the batch list page.  
 

Third Party Processors 
 

There is no direct link to Third Party Processors, but you can view it on the Batch List – 
Expanded View.  
 

 
Within the Third Party processor tab of Batch List – Expanded view, you can perform the 
following actions:  

• You can view a list of transactions in the batch by clicking the List hyperlink in the tran 
count column on the Batch List.  
 

• You can print selected rows by using the checkbox on the left side and then clicking on 
Print button on the right hand side 
 

• To return to batch list us back to list button or bread crumb trail.  

How to View Transactions in a Batch 
Use the following steps to view the Transactions within a specific batch:  

1.

 On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

The Batch List displays.  
 

2.

 In the Tran Count column click the List hyperlink of the batch you wish to view to the 
Transaction list for. 
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Transaction List displays. 
 

 

3.

 Click Return to Batch List on the upper right menu to Return to Batch List or use the 
bread crumb trail.  

How to Generate a Batch Settlement Report 
Use the following steps to generate the Batch Settlement Report:  

1.

 On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays.  

2.
 On the Batch List screen, use the checkboxes on the left hand side to identify the 

batch(es) you would like to include in the settlement report. 

 

3.

 Click Settlement Report hyperlink. 
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Batch Settlement Report popup window displays. 
 

 

4.

 Select your Sort Data by option from the drop-down menu.  

Note: System default value is System Batch Number.  
 

5.

 Select your Export option from the drop-down menu. 

Note: System default value is HTML.  
 

6.  Click Submit. 

Settlement Details screen displays. 
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How to Print Batch List Results 
The Batch List provides the ability to Print batches. Use the following steps to print selected rows 
from the Batch List screen:  

1.

 On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays. 

2.

 On the Batch List screen use the check boxes on the left hand side to identify the 
batch(es) you would like to print.     

 
Note: You can print up to 500 batches at a time. If more than 500 are selected an informational 
message will display as shown below noting that only the first 500 selected records will be 
printed.  

 
 

3.

 Click Print on the Batch List page to the right of the screen.  
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4.

 Print screen displays. 

Note: It is recommended to use Landscape for layout.  
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How to Export Batch List Results 
When you perform a search in the Batch Management application you can export a list of results.  
The selected batch(es) will export to a .CSV Excel file  

To export the list of results, use the following steps: 

1.

 On the Batch Management tab, complete desired search fields on Simple or Advanced 
Search page and click Search to perform your search. 

Batch List displays. 

2.

 On the batch list screen use the check boxes on the left hand side to identify the 
batch(es) you would like to export.     

 

3.

 Click Export hyperlink from the right-hand side of the screen.  

 

4.  The exported rows will download to a .CSV Excel spreadsheet.  

5.  Once download is complete open .CSV file to view exported batch list row(s).   
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